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Classifier is one of the fundamental categories in modern Chinese, while the
dialect quantifiers is a part of Chinese quantifiers. This thesis takes the quantifiers in
Linyi dialect as the question for discussion and try to reveal the the usage of the
quantifiers in Linyi dialect. What’s more, I try to find out the differences of the
quantifiers’ usage between Linyi dialect and mandarin. In addition, I try to find the
earliest usage of two classifiers and hope that it may be conducive to the research
about the history of Chinese quantifiers.
The thesis is composed of five chapters.
Chapter 1 consists of three main parts. The first part is the reason of the research,
and the second part is the introduction of current study of the quantifiers, followed by
the last part which is a brief statement of the initials, finals and tone system.
Chapter 2 gives some detailed description of the quantifiers in Linyi dialect. And
we compare them to the quantifiers in two dictionaries and other dialects. The
comparison is intended to find out the differences and similarities between them.
Chapter 3 includes two parts. I analyze the emergence and development of
classifier zha, wei（拃、位）. Firstly, I analyze the different meaning of zha in different
dynasties. Secondly, I try to find the origin and the evolvement of the classifier wei.
Chapter 4 is the conclusion. It mainly contains the summarization of the
research.
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第二卷第八章 3.31有交代：此‘陪衬字’下文即径称‘量词’[These attendant nouns ,
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